
Robert Juliat dazzle at Prolight & Sound

Robert Juliat Followspots on Prolight +
Sound

Robert Juliat experienced a hugely successful show at Prolight + Sound, Frankfurt with a constant stream of
visitors keeping the stand exceptionally busy over the four days.

Robert Juliat chose to refocus attention on its fabulous followspot range to reinvigorate its presence in the 

German market. This proved an excellent choice as the models on show – the Cyrano 2500W HMI, Lancelot 

4000W HTI and Victor 1800W MSR – proved a great hit, not only in the German market but also with the 

international presence that was so evident at the show.

Robert Juliat Tibo Zep and motorised yoke
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“The quantity and quality of visitors to our stand from all over the world confirmed Prolight + Sound as the 

international tradeshow where we need to be,” says RJ Sales Director, Claus Spreyer. “Our followspot range is 

known the world over and the positive response we continue to receive from customers old and new never 

ceases to inspire us. This is a good indicator for Robert Juliat, both now and in the future – we are in exciting 

times!”

 

 

RJ spots dazzle on a busy stand at Prolight
2014

Robert Juliat also presented, for the first time in mainland Europe, its new motorised yoke accessory designed
specifically for Robert Juliat Fresnel fixtures. The yoke was put through its paces on the 2500W tungsten RJ
Cin’k 325LF which drew much attention. “There was a lot of interest in the new motorised yoke from designers
and technicians who could see, first hand, its potential in the theatre environment,” says Claus Spreyer. “We are
delighted that this new product has proved so popular already.”
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